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Host Romulan says:
SUMMARY:  The Captain mounted a snatch and successfully grabbed the Chancellor who turned out to be a Romulan whose identity was disguised by holoemitters.   The Luna herself suffered great casualties when a phaser on the warp core exploded cause 253 deaths and the ejection of the warp core.

Host Romulan says:
The Luna has only impulse power.   Major Harm is about to board the ship along with LtCmdr Ravenprowler who arrived with the USS Dragon.

Host Romulan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Continuation>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CIV_Seng says:
::In ME working on IDF::

CTO_Hanover says:
::standing on the bridge working on trying to get sensors functioning::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::still in the back of the van as it heads toward the 'safe house', the natives in his team are looking almost agog at the unmasked Romulan, unsure what to say::

CIV_Seng says:
EO: Hand me that spanner.

Major_Harm says:
::Standing on the bridge of the Luna, not quite understanding how he ended up in command of a Starship::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
COM: LUNA: This is USS Dragon, we have Commander Ravenprowler ready to beam over.

CIV_Seng says:
<EO> CIV: Here you go, Sir. ::hands the spanner over::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::waves his palm over the Romulan, blinking on his corneal lens display, looking for any equipment on the bound Romulan, smiling softly when he finds what appears to be a Romulan communicator, a bit older style, but still compatible with today's technology::

CTO_Hanover says:
COM: Dragon: Acknowledged. Permission to beam over granted.

CIV_Seng says:
::takes the spanner going back to work:: Self: If I get my hands on that Petak he is dead.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Steps up on the transporter pad and awaits transport.::

Host Romulan says:
@::Opening her eyes she stares up into the face of this human.::

CIV_Seng says:
::lays the spanner down picking up tricorder scans the relay:: Self: Where are those parts? ::said hatefully::

Major_Harm says:
CTO: I want a fix on all non-native bio signs, lock transporters and let me know when you have a clear signal.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::takes the communicator from the Romulan, turning away to examine it, dredging up memories from the correspondence course he took in basic Romulan, trying to read the labeled controls::

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks up at the Major:: Major: No disrespect intended but what do you think I have been doing?

Host Romulan says:
@CO:You won't win human...  ::snickers::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Arrives on the Luna . Transporter room one, asks the Transporter Chief for permission to board, and it is granted.::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Tigs steps from the pad and heads for the TL,, Deck 12.::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::looks over his shoulder at the Romulan::  Romulan: I'm not your problem.  ::gesturing toward the natives in the van, who have finally regained their composure:: They are. ::turns back to examining the communicator::

CIV_Seng says:
::stands up tapping com badge:: *Bridge*: Seng to Bridge can someone tell me when the spare parts are going to arrive?

Major_Harm says:
CTO: No disrespect taken, have teams standing by to screen anyone we beam up, I don't want anymore like this D'Nor getting on board.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CIV*: They are here now, Seng.

Host Romulan says:
@CO:  Maybe, maybe not.  They just don't know what kind of foothold I have on this planet.  Or should I say we.  There is one already taking my place.  The populace will not even know I'm gone.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: arrives on deck 12 and enters sickbay, looking around for Dr. Bells.::

CIV_Seng says:
*CTO*: OK Anna.

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: I intend to beam up two people at this point...my CO and the CSO. As for the teams they have been standing by. We will be able to transport when we get a stable lock.

CIV_Seng says:
::turns pointing to a Engineering team go help unload the parts and get me the relays and conduit I need to get the Inertial Dampening Field stable.

Major_Harm says:
CTO: I want any bio sign that isn't native, I want to get to the bottom of what is going on down there...if it's not human let me know what it is.

CIV_Seng says:
<Team Leader> CIV: Aye sir. ::turns leaving ME::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Spies Jo and steps up for rounds and report, setting her gear and weapons on the deck.::

CIV_Seng says:
::picks up the last bipolar torch going back to work::

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: So far the only other sign I have picked up I am checking to verify on before I make any speculations.

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  Intruder alert goes off on deck 12.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::finds the controls he thinks adjusts the signal modulation and amplitude, and makes some adjustments, trying to do manual conversions from the Romulan power ratings to the familiar federation measures::

CTO_Hanover says:
::mutters about the alarms and starts checking the sensor logs::

CIV_Seng says:
::hears the Alert:: Self: Great what now? ::motions to two of Anna's security people:: Security: See what is going on.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hears the intruder alert ::

Major_Harm says:
::hearing the alert:: CTO: Report

CIV_Seng says:
<Security> CIV: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Merced says:
@Romulan: ::while making adjustments:: You've evidently not spent much time with resistance movements.  ::fine-tuning a dial:: Your capture wasn't meant to be a coup de grace.  It was merely an advance.  A nip at the heels of your project, whatever that is.  They have been shown it can be done, and how, and they will use this knowledge to continue ...

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*BRIDGE*: This is Dr. Ravenprowler, reporting from Sickbay, do we have an intruder aboard?::

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: Checking now Sir. ::finds the reason the alert went off and shuts it down:: Major: It seems its the CMO. I gave her permission to beam over just didn't realize she had yet.

Host Romulan says:
@CO:  Ahhhh but my people will plan for it.  Next time it won't be so easy.

Host CO_Merced says:
@... nip at your heels until all that left are the naked bones, openly exposed to the people, who will then rise up and take you down. ::looks up finally, satisfied the adjustments are complete::

CTO_Hanover says:
::chuckles:: *CMO*: Only you Dr. Welcome back.

CIV_Seng says:
::looks at the wrecked console:: Self: If those people don't get those parts down here. ::slams fist into the ruined console::

Major_Harm says:
CTO: Have the doctor meet me on the bridge when she has sickbay under control.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Aye, Ensign.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: returns to her duties in Sickbay ::

CTO_Hanover says:
::goes back checking the readings once again:: Major: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::shakes head at the foolish Romulan pride::  Romulan: It is never easy, but often worth the trouble.  ::Activates the communicator::  COM: Luna: This is Merced calling the Luna.  Can you hear me Luna?

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Ma'am, Major Harm would like to see you on the bridge when you have sickbay under control.

CIV_Seng says:
::starts dismantling the last of the console chunking the remains in a pile on the floor::

Major_Harm says:
<OPS> Harm: Signal from the planet Sir, it appears to be the Captain.

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: I have triple checked these findings. The other signature I am picking up is Romulan.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
COM:DRAGON: This is Doctor Ravenprowler, please begin beaming over medical supplies and equipment at  your earliest convenience.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Major Harm?

Host CO_Merced says:
@COM: Luna: Luna, this is Merced.  Please answer.

Major_Harm says:
OPS: Put it through

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  Static can be heard on the CTO's console.  The voice of the Captain is unmistakable.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Aye, Ma'am...Major Harm.

Major_Harm says:
COM: CO: This is Major Harm, what is your Situation Report?

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: That is our CO!

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: wonders where this Major person came from ::

CTO_Hanover says:
::begins cross checking and triangulating on the signal:: COM: CO: Sir, are you safe and how is the CSO?

Major_Harm says:
CTO: I am well aware of who he says he is, it is your job to confirm that is him.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::moves forward in the van:: COM: Luna: I am leaving the capitol city in a ground vehicle, moving roughly east by north east toward a safe house outside the city.  I have recovered the CSO, and a prisoner.  How is the Luna?

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks over at the major and shakes her head:: Major: I think I just did that.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
COM: LUNA: Aye, Doctor, supply requisitions are commencing now, Transporting to Cargo Bay 2.

Major_Harm says:
COM: CO: Are you in a position to transport?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Please inform the Major I will be there ASAP.

Major_Harm says:
CTO: Get a fix on that vehicle.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Ravenprowler, out.

CTO_Hanover says:
Self: For whatever reason he is here I hope he is gone soon. This man is going to get on my nerves and I can't believe the FCO left him up here with me.

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: The CMO will be up shortly.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::ponders that:: COM: Luna: Take the CSO now, then give me a moment.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: growls under her breath, at the nerve of someone commandeering her ship ::

CTO_Hanover says:
::mutters under my breath about people thinking they need to tell her everything about her job:: Major: I have the signal triangulated. I can beam them all.

CIV_Seng says:
::watches as a the Engineering team returns with the relays and conduits plus a new console:: EO: It's about time.

Major_Harm says:
CTO: Lock onto the CSO, and beam directly to sickbay.

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: Aye, Sir. ::said in a hard tone::

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Prepare for incoming, I am beaming the CSO directly to you.

CIV_Seng says:
::starts unpacking the parts to the new console::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::addressed the resistance cell leader:: RCL: I need to borrow your prisoner for a bit.  Is that alright?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Aye Ensign, please inform the Major I will be detained.

CTO_Hanover says:
::activates the transport sequence locking on the CSO's signal and initiates beam up::

CIV_Seng says:
<Brody> CIV: I don't know who you are but you will not talk to Starfleet officers like that.

Host Romulan says:
@CO:  You know these people cannot stand against the might of the Romulan Empire.  We can just come in and take it by force you know.

Major_Harm says:
COM: CO: The Luna is damaged but repairs are under way.  Anything we can do to help?  We are standing by.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Nods to her staff, and stands at the ready at biobed one.::

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Aye Ma'am.

Host CO_Merced says:
@<RCL> ::eyes the alien called Dahvit, then the other alien, the one with the pointed ears:: CO: Will you being him back.

CIV_Seng says:
::stands up glaring at the SF Officer:: Brody: And you are who to tell me how to talk?

Host CO_Merced says:
@::ignores the Romulan:: RCL: I can't promise that, but I can promise that whatever I do, it will be for your independence from all aliens.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: CSO appears in sickbay, biobed one whirs into motion.::

CIV_Seng says:
<Brody> CIV: I am Cmdr. Brody CEO of Starbase 917 and you will do as instructed.

Major_Harm says:
*Engineering* Status Report.

Host CO_Merced says:
@::thinks for a bit:: CO: I can't really stop you.  ::nods:: You may take him.

CIV_Seng says:
Brody: I don't care who you are stand out of my way so I can get this ship ready to fly again.

Host Romulan says:
@RCL:  NO!!! You can't let him take me!  He will kill me!

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Level five quarantine field initiated, VSS, temp normal, status unconscious, full scans initiated.::

Host CO_Merced says:
@::smiles briefly:: RCL: Thank you.  ::opens the comm channel again::  COM: Luna: Luna, this is Merced.  Two to beam up.  Have security in the transporter room.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Please verify that you have the CSO.

CIV_Seng says:
<Brody> *Major*: Major Harm could you tell me who this rude Klingon is down here in ME?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: Aye Ensign, we have her.

Host CO_Merced says:
@RCL: ::gives a bovinish equivalent to a sneer:: You should have thought of that before you had my brother killed.

Major_Harm says:
::Looks back at the CTO, and just nods:: COM:CO: Acknowledged.

Host Romulan says:
@::Spits at RCL::

CTO_Hanover says:
::hears the COM and sends extra security down to the transporter room...notifies the transporter chief to keep a watch on signals::

CIV_Seng says:
::bends down finishes unpacking the new console and starts to assemble::

CTO_Hanover says:
Major: Extra security is being dispatched and the transporter chief will hold to make sure of identification.

Host CO_Merced says:
@<RCL> ::Gives the Romulan a solid kick to the ribs, cracking a couple, before they disappear in the transporter shimmer::

Host Romulan says:
@;:Screeches::

Major_Harm says:
CTO: Good, now see if your sweet disposition can get us a status report from someone in engineering, they don't seem to want to answer me.

CIV_Seng says:
Brody: Are you going to stand there or are you going to help get this crate back together?

CTO_Hanover says:
::refrains from saying anything:: *CIV*: Seng status report on ME.

Major_Harm says:
::Thinks this CTO should be wearing Marine green instead of Starfleet colors::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Scans show no major injuries, Tigs decides to leave her asleep for now, and continues monitoring her status.::

Host CO_Merced says:
::knows that technically there is no consciousness in the stasis created by the transporter system, but wonders what is taking so long for the transport to complete::

CTO_Hanover says:
::sends a message to the Transporter Chief to complete the beaming...identity verified::

CIV_Seng says:
<Brody> ::glares at the rude Klingon tapping Com badge:: *Major*: Cmdr. Brody to Bridge.... Would you tell me who this Klingon is?
.
CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: scanning buffers show now foreign organisms, the quarantine field is lifted.:

CTO_Hanover says:
::stifles a grin hearing the COM realizing that Seng has made another "friend"::

Host CO_Merced says:
::appears on the transporter pad, giving in to the impulse to let the Romulan fall down the steps up to the platform, letting him actually fall quite hard, further disturbing the newly broken ribs::  Romulan: Oops.

CIV_Seng says:
::glares at Brody for a second going back to work puts the last side on the console::

Host Romulan says:
::thud thud thud:: CO:  Hey!!!!  So much for SF hospitality I've heard so much about.

Host Romulan says:
::tries hard to breath.::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: CSO Singh is in stable condition, no major injuries.

CTO_Hanover says:
*Brody*: I can help there, Sir. That is our Civilian envoy from the Klingon homeworld. Don't let his bark get the better of you.

Host CO_Merced says:
TO: Take him to the brig, and get him medical attention.  I am on my way to the bridge.

Major_Harm says:
*Brody* He is a civilian serving onboard.  As long as he is repairing the engines I suggest you give him room to work.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: Acknowledged doctor.

CIV_Seng says:
*Major*: The repairs are coming along now that I have the parts to work with. ::growls slapping the com badge::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: monitors the bridge::

CIV_Seng says:
::feeds wiring to the console connecting wiring harnesses as I go::

Host CO_Merced says:
::moving down the corridor, dodging dangling cables, and stepping over fallen wall panels, wincing at the condition of his ship:: *Bridge* Bridge, this is the Captain.  Report.

CIV_Seng says:
::connects the last of the harness then stand up hitting the power watches the console power up::

CTO_Hanover says:
*CO*: Captain! Welcome back. We are holding our own for now. Repair crews are working on getting ME back up and running now, Sir.

CIV_Seng says:
::taps commands watching the IDF field stabilize and start to build strength::

Host CO_Merced says:
*CTO* What happened Ensign?

Host CO_Merced says:
::steps into a lift, listening to the CTO report::

CTO_Hanover says:
*CO*: To make a long story short Sir we had an explosion in ME and had to dump the warp core.

CIV_Seng says:
::turns:: ALL: Ok lets get the new warp core installed then the rest of the consoles. We will start rebuilding decks after that.

CTO_Hanover says:
<TO> *CMO*: Tactical to the doctor. We have an injured prisoner in the brig.

Host Romulan says:
<Transport Chief> ::Decides he doesn't want the Romulan messing up his floors, transports him right to the brig.  No warning No nothing.::

Major_Harm says:
::Paces slightly, hates waiting::

CIV_Seng says:
::walks to the over picking up a couple of clamps starts to install them::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*TO*: Aye, medical team on the way, Ravenprowler, out.

FCO_Doole says:
:: working on Warp Core::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: dispatches Dr. Bells and Med Team 1 to the brig ::

Host CO_Merced says:
::blinks:: *CTO* I'm sorry Ensign... I think I heard you wrong.  You dumped the what?

CTO_Hanover says:
*CO*: No Sir, you didn't hear me wrong. We had a warp core breach and had to dump it.

Host CO_Merced says:
:exits the lift onto the bridge, grimacing at the mess:: Self: Welcome back.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Dr. Bells enters the brig and nods to the TO to drop the force field while she and a heavily armed Crewman enter and assess the Romulan’s condition.::

CTO_Hanover says:
::turns seeing the CO:: CO: Welcome back, Sir. ::grimaces as she sees his look::

Major_Harm says:
CO: Captain, Major Harm, Judge Advocate General’s office, Welcome back aboard, Sir.

Host CO_Merced says:
CTO: Is the outpost providing assistance?

CIV_Seng says:
::finishes installing the clamps stands up:: Self: Now to install the core.

CTO_Hanover says:
CO: Of a limited amount sir. Most of this is their fault.

Host CO_Merced says:
::turns to the Major, nodding briefly:: Major: Thank you, Major.

Host CO_Merced says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CTO: Their fault?  How?

Major_Harm says:
CO: Considering the severity of the damage I assumed command, being the most senior officer, but with you back, the bridge is yours, Sir.

CTO_Hanover says:
::looks up realizing she said the last out loud:: CO: Sorry Sir my own opinion. D'nor was the cause of the explosion. I have my own opinions of him. ::shuts up looking over at the Major:: It's all in my report, Sir.

CIV_Seng says:
::stands back watching the core coming up into the chamber keeps an eye on the progress stopping them every now and then for corrections::

FCO_Doole says:
Cmdr Brody: How much longer do you think it'll take to put this core in?

CIV_Seng says:
::starts locking the clamps as the core finally comes into place::

Host CO_Merced says:
::frowns, first at the major, then again at the mention of D'Nor.  His suspicions of an infiltrator had been correct.  Though, truth be told, he couldn't have pointed at D'Nor, prior to this.:: Major: Get Commander Blake on the comm.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Dr. Bells' scans show the Romulan has 4 fractured ribs, complicated by a punctured lung, hemathorax and pnemothorax.  She contacts the Transporter Chief for immediate transport to sIckbay, level 10 security precautions.::

Major_Harm says:
CO: yes sir.  ::moves over to a COM panel::

Host Romulan says:
<Brody>  FCO:  It will take approximately 4 hrs to install then another 8 to test. ::Sighs::  An engineers work is never done.

Host CO_Merced says:
CTO: I want an estimate from ME on repairs.

FCO_Doole says:
::taps combadge:: *CO*: Lt. Doole to Captain Merced

CTO_Hanover says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Merced says:
*FCO* Yes Lieutenant.

CTO_Hanover says:
*FCO*: Report on a time estimate until repairs are finished?

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
*CTO*: We have the Romulan prisoner in Sickbay, request a security detail.

FCO_Doole says:
*CO*: It's going to take another 12 hours to finish this warp core. 4 hours to complete installation, another 8 for testing and such.

Major_Harm says:
COM: Station: This is the USS Luna, calling for Commander Blake.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CMO*: On the way Ma'am. ::activates a com and dispatches a security team to sickbay::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: starts the repair of the punctured lung, slowly stabilizes the Romulans condition.::

CIV_Seng says:
::grabs a set of wires and starts the process of wiring the new core.

FCO_Doole says:
*CTO*: It's going to take another 12 hours to finish this warp core. 4 hours to complete installation, another 8 for testing and such.

Host CO_Merced says:
<Blake> COMM: Luna: This is Commander Blake.  How can we help you Luna?

CTO_Hanover says:
*FCO*: Acknowledged,. Hanover , out. ::makes a note in the security logs::

Major_Harm says:
COM: Station: Stand by Commander, Captain Merced wishes to speak to you.

Host CO_Merced says:
*FCO* Lieutenant, we have potentially one or more Romulan Warbirds cloaked and in orbit around the planet.  See if you can't get us up and running more quickly.

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Places the Romulan in stasis, pending  further orders from the Captain.::

Major_Harm says:
CO: Captain, I have Commander Blake, patching through now.

Host CO_Merced says:
<Blake> ::brightens visibly to hear the CO has been recovered::

CIV_Seng says:
::moves carefully around the core laying wires and connecting where needed::

FCO_Doole says:
*CO*: Understood. Doole, out.

Host CO_Merced says:
::nods to the Major:: Major: Can you help in engineering?

Major_Harm says:
::Puts the COM signal on main audio::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: reanastomoses the fractured ribs and monitors hematocrit for signs of frank blood loss.::

Host CO_Merced says:
COM: Blake: Commander, it's good to speak to you again.

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  Two Romulan Warbirds decloak on the blind side of the station.  Powering up weapons, they fire.  The station explodes in front of them.

CIV_Seng says:
Self:: We could get this done faster if I could get some help. ::connects a harness to a group of wires::

Major_Harm says:
CO: I am more a pilot then an engineer, but I will see what I can do.

Host CO_Merced says:
::blinks::

Host CO_Merced says:
Major: Then pilot!  Back us off!

Host CO_Merced says:
CTO: Do we have shields?

CTO_Hanover says:
::hits the red alert button sending the klaxons ringing through the ship::

Major_Harm says:
::Jumps into the FCO seat::

FCO_Doole says:
Cmdr. Brody: We have potentially one or more Romulan Warbirds cloaked and in orbit around the planet.  See if you can't get us up and running more quickly.

CIV_Seng says:
::hears the Klaxons go off:: Self: NOW WHAT!!!!!!

CTO_Hanover says:
CO: Aye, Sir. Not the best they can be but shields just the same.

Major_Harm says:
::Begins backing away, at maximum possible speed that is safe::

Host CO_Merced says:
<Blake> ::was gone so fast he is still trying to answer the CO as the last few molecules of his form lose cohesion and turn to ether::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: hears the klaxons sounding, brings in all four trauma teams, and prepares for incoming injured::

Host CO_Merced says:
CTO: Raise them.  What do we have for weapons?

CIV_Seng says:
::taps COM Badge:: *Bridge*: Seng to bridge what is going on?

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  Through the debris the Romulan ships can be seen.

CTO_Hanover says:
*CIV*: The station just exploded.... CO: Sir on the view screen!

Major_Harm says:
CO: Romulan Warbirds, Sir.

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  The Dragon takes up position in front of the Luna.

Host CO_Merced says:
Major: Try to keep the debris between us... Who is that? ::pointing at the Defiant Class ship::

CTO_Hanover says:
CO: It's the Dragon sir...she brought us part of our help.

CIV_Seng says:
FCO: You know we could get the core installed more quickly if you we give us a hand.

Major_Harm says:
::Angles the orientation of the ship, to put the most intact portion of the ship facing the threat::

CIV_Seng says:
::finishes connecting the harness to the wires and lays them down::

Host Romulan says:
@COM:LUNA:  The is the Romulan Warbird S'tok.  You are in Romulan space, leave now 
or be destroyed.  You have 10 minutes.

FCO_Doole says:
::sorting and installing control cards::

Host Romulan says:
ACTION:  A shimmering can be seen around the Warbirds as they cloaked.

Major_Harm says:
::Looks to the CO::

Host CO_Merced says:
::nods quietly to himself:: COMM: S'Tok: Romulan Warbird. We are in Federation territory, and it is you who will remove yourselves from our space. ::leave off the 'or be destroyed' so that the Romulans don't get a hernia laughing so hard::

FCO_Doole says:
::finishes with control cards::

CMO_Ravenprowler says:
:: Security team 1 takes a position around the Romulan in stasis in sickbay::

FCO_Doole says:
::connects the wiring::

CIV-Seng says:
::grabs another bundle of wires and starts laying them out::

Major_Harm says:
::Makes a mental note never to play poker with the CO::

Host Romulan says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

